
Twelve	Western	Astrology	(Zodiac)	Signs	
Aquarius	(Tiger)	the	Water	Bearer:		

January	21	to	February	19	
Ruler: Saturn/Uranus  Element: Air Quality: Fixed 
Aquarius is the Eleventh Sign of the Occidental Zodiac. 
 
Positive Traits: Originality, Individuality, Independence, Tolerance, Charity, Vision 
Short Comings: Neurosis, Disobedience, Thoughtlessness, Eccentricity, Cruelty, Separateness    
 
Aquarius people have a Broadway show tune written for 
their sign from the musical, “Hair” Harmony and 
Understanding /Sympathy and trust abounding/No more 
falsehoods or derisions /Golden living dreams of 
visions/Mystic crystal revelation/And the mind’s true 
liberation / Aquarius! / Aquarius!. Aquarius people are 
compassionate and kind and love all of humanity. They 
have a lovely quality of acceptance that allows them to 
travel and visit and be well received. They think 
creatively about humankind’s spiritual growth and that 
creativity is powerful and needs to be encouraged. 
Aquarius people know a lot of people but are close with 
relatively few. And those few intimate companions will 
not see or hear emotional scenes where one lets their hair down. Sympathy and trust 
abounding yes; poems of love, no. They are keen, entertaining, and avant-garde and 
someone that everyone will remember with a smile. They enjoy being in groups where 
they use their vision and inherent sense of fairness to further the groups purpose. 
Aquarius people also are lone rangers, pioneers who are outsiders as far as society’s 
niceties are concerned. They sometimes affect changes just for the sake of changing. 
Jack of all trades, master of none describes many Aquarius people. They will linger in 
any work or profession but not long enough to gain proficiency. If you have them as 
supervisors, lucky you because although they can be erratic they give praise where 
praise is due and are even-handed in their treatment of their underlings and 
colleagues. Aquarius maintains a very interesting office, more like a gallery cum 
workshop with intriguing objects. Do not fence me in could be an Aquarius motto in 
the romance section of life. Some love objects of Aquarius complain of a dearth of 
emotional outpourings but not to be concerned it’s just in their nature to work it out 
inside. It’s like Aquarius people were born doing the Fusion of the Five Elements 
meditation transforming and refining their negative energies through the neutralizing 
and purifying techniques of Internal Alchemy. The resulting transformation of 
destructiveness into creative energy fuels Aquarius desire to solve all that is wrong 
with humanity. The Aquarius color is deep red. 
 


